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 The book features a lot more than 75 styles in gorgeous full-color photography — Idiot's Guides:
Nail Artwork offers a step-by-step tutorial for creating eye-catching designs and results, as well
as simple manicure and pedicure guidelines and an launch to specialized tools.Nail art has
exploded onto the scene, giving young ladies and women a virtually limitless outlet for creativity.
from muted effects to wild creations to 3D components.
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YouTube is free! I think this book is supposed for pre-teens.. I highly recommend this book for
anyone wanting to then add nail art as a way to jazz up their everyday manicure. I wish amazon
would discover a way for potential customers to receive a genuine sample of a book and not
just imprinted acknowledgement or glossary. I love this book because it gives you a stage by ...
The step-by-step is fairly helpful and the pictures show every fine detail. I am keeping FREE
YouTube videos.! comprehensive easy to understand how-to instructions and pictures Excellent
simple step-by-step instructions, very useful for me (a nonartist). I love this book since it
provides you a step by step on how best to create each look! I also use the ideas with other
crafts I really do, besides fingernails. A cute little publication with some fun concepts. This book
may be the perfect companion for learning how to create some fabulous nail art designs! It is
precisely what I wanted! It has lots of pictures and very clear step-by-step instructions for how to
create each of the designs in the book. In addition, it separates the designs predicated on skill
level and displays multiple photos to help expand break down the actions in each style.The
sample offered for this book is not an example of what the book contains, rather an instruction
on how to increase the font for reading.For nail artwork techniques, ideas, and strategies... Has a
wonderful selection of styles, and clarifies them with abundant photos. I've another nail reserve
and it just gives picture concepts. Well that's great, but I have to see how to accomplish it which
book does that! Great for noobs wanting to expand their horizon! Great reserve, but arrived
damaged Looks like a great book and I look forward to reading it and learning from it.
Unfortunately the health of the reserve wasn't very good, great deal of thought was purchased
fresh. The upper inner part is totally ripped :( Daughter and I love this book Daughter and I really
like this book. We saw originally inside our regional library and we had to buy it. Best Nail
Reserve Ever! We've gotten tons of compliments and still have not tried every design. Great
concepts and we choose different shades but girl nail period is indeed much fun! Just like the
title says. I was longing for some easy however cool ideas for my child to do herself.. It's very
easy to check out instructions and we in fact can reproduce the styles!. Flipping through the
reserve, she only marked 1 design she was interested in. I've bought a complete of 3 Nail
Artwork Books recently and this one was the very best. I'll refer you book to anyone who could
be thinking about nail painting. A good Idiot's Guide book. Excellent Nail Art Guide I follow the
Laquerologist's blog and always get her nail artwork inspring. The designs are mainly dots and
lines. Great tool for beginners!.helpful information to nail art. Detailed, Step-by-step Nail Art
Instructions Arrived on time and just as described! Three Stars Little problematic for a beginner
Great, thanks!!! Great, thanks! A lot more up-to-date, and I am getting ultimately more than I paid
for, unlike what I acquired from this book Excellent;! Very disappointing The nail designs in this
book looks as though it's done by way of a child. Now I could recreate some of those looks for
myself. Extremely detailed and really actually helpful. Have different nails Weekly It is possible
to change your nails over and over, step by step directions, an easy task to follow.
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